
  
Abstract— The fairness of signature exchange protocols over the 

Internet is very important in real world applications. Among them, 
the concept of concurrent signature was introduced by L. Chen, C.J. 
Kudla and K.G. Paterson. This concept is that any third party can see 
the real signatures and the real signers only when one of the parties 
releases a keystone, a piece of secret information. In 2007, ID-based 
perfect concurrent signature protocol was proposed by Zhenjie 
Huang, Kefei Chen, Xuanzhi Lin, Rufen Huang. We formally 
analyzed this protocol using AVISPA tool, a standard analysis tool. 
As a result, it is unfair. In this paper, we show the attack trace and the 
output of AVISPA tool. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
AIR exchange is very important for all who want to   
exchange electronic items over the Internet. The principle 

of fair exchange is that both parties get the other party’s item, 
or no party gets the other party’s item at the end of a process. 
As the exchanging parties are mutually distrusted over the 
Internet, they need to get fair exchange protocols that can 
guarantee fairness of all parties.  

Concurrent signature is a digital signature scheme which 
consists of sub-algorithms. In concurrent signature, both 
parties can produce their ambiguous signatures and keystones. 
Thus, any third party cannot distinguish which signature is 
signed by any party until one of the two parties releases the 
keystones publicly.  

In original concurrent signature, there are two parties acting 
in the protocol. They are known as the initial signer and the 
matching signer. The initial signer is the party who computes a 
keystone and sends the first signature to the matching signer. 
The matching signer is also the party who responds to the 
initial signature by creating another signature.  
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II.   RELATED WORK  
 In 2004, L. Chen, C.J. Kudla and K.G. Paterson introduced 

original concurrent signature schemes [1]. These schemes use 
the same keystone for both ambiguous signatures. In addition, 
only the initial signer produces the keystone for both parties. 
Therefore, it is unfair because initial signer has advantages 
over the matching signer.  

To get the actual fairness, W. Susilo, Y. Mu, and F. Zhang 
proposed perfect concurrent signatures by means of the initial 
signer could produce the two keystones for both parties [2]. 
However, these signatures cannot give the actual fairness 
because the initial signer can copy the ambiguous signatures 
for the different messages. It misses the concept of the original 
concurrent signature. Thus, both parties must use the keystone 
to generate the ambiguous signature for exchanged messages, 
but not for the other messages.  

To solve the problem that occurs in [1] and [2], Zhenjie 
Huang, Kefei Chen, Xuanzhi Lin, Rufen Huang proposed ID-
based perfect concurrent signature scheme [3]. As both initial 
signer and matching signer can produce their keystones 
respectively, they could overcome the problems in [1] and [2]. 
However, their scheme breaks down the fairness when one of 
the parties is dishonest.  

In this paper, we show that their scheme breaks down the 
fairness and formally analyze their protocol using AVISPA 
tool. 

III. ID-BASED PERFECT CONCURRENT SIGNATURE SCHEMES 

A. Bilinear Pairings and Complexity Assumption  
Let G1 be a cyclic additive group generated by P with order 

prime q, and G2 be a cyclic multiplicative group with the same 
order q. A bilinear pairing is a map eˆ: G1× G1          G2 with 
the following properties:  
Bilinear: For all P, P1, P2, Q, Q1, Q2 Є G1,  

eˆ (P1+ P2, Q) = eˆ (P1, Q) eˆ (P2, Q),  
eˆ (P, Q1 +Q2) = eˆ (P, Q1) eˆ (P, Q2).  

Non-degenerate: There exits P, Q Є G1 such that eˆ(P, Q) ≠1;  
Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to compute eˆ (P, 
Q) for all P, Q Є G1.  

Modified Weil pairing and Tate pairings are examples of 
bilinear maps.  
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Computational Co-Diffie-Hellman (Co-CDH) Problem: 
Given a randomly chosen (P1, P2, aP1, bP2), where P1, P2 Є G1, 
a, b Є Zq

*, and a, b are unknown, compute abP2 Є G2.  

Co-CDH Assumption: For every probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithm A, the advantage of A to solve Co-CDH-
Problem is negligible [3].  
 

B. ID-Based Perfect Concurrent Signature Algorithms  
− SETUP:  

• Choose (G1, G2, eˆ, q, P) as Section 3.1. The Private 
Key Generator (PKG) selects a random number s Є 
Zq* and sets Ppub = sP. It selects three cryptographic 
hash functions H0 : {0, 1}* → G1 and H1 : {0, 1 }* → 
Zq and H2 : {0, 1}* → G1. It publishes system 
parameters params = {G1, G2, eˆ, q, P, Ppub, H0, H1, 
H2}, and keeps ‘s’ as the master private key. The 
algorithm also sets M, F = Zq, and F = K´ = G1.  

• Sets KI = KM = G2.  
• Sets FI : G2          Zq be a one-way permutation.  
• Sets FM (x, y) = FI (x) + y (mod q).  
• Sets Enc(k) = kP.  
• Sets Dec(K´, K˝ ) = eˆ(K´, K˝ ).  

− EXTRACT: The EXTRACT algorithm is defined as 
follows.  

• A user Ui submits his or her identity IDi to the PKG.  
• The PKG generates Ui’s private key as SIDi = sQIDi, 

where QIDi = H0 (IDi).  
− ASIGN: The algorithm accepts (IDi, IDj, SIDi, fi, mi) and 
performs the following.  

• Selects a random point Z Є G1.  
• Computes u0 = H1 (H0 (m) || (IDi ⊕ IDj) || eˆ (Z, P) eˆ 

(fiQIDj, Ppub)).  
• Computes V = u0

-1(Z – (u0 – uj) SIDi).  
• Sets ui = u0 – fi (mod q), uj = fi.  
• Outputs σ = (ui, uj, V) as the signature on message m.  

− AVERIFY: The algorithm accepts (σ, IDi, IDj, m), where σ 
= (ui, uj, V), and verifies whether ui + uj =? H1(H2(m) || (IDi ⊕ 
IDj) || eˆ(V, P) ui + uj

 eˆ(uiQIDi, Ppub) eˆ(ujQIDj, Ppub)) holds with 
the equality. If so, then output “accept”. Otherwise, output 
“reject”.  

− VERIFY: The algorithm accepts ( ki, kj, S´ ), where ki Є KI 

and kj Є KM are the keystones and S´ = (σi, σj, IDi, IDj, mi, mj ). 
The algorithm verifies whether fi = FI (ki), fj = FI (kj) + fi (mod 
q). If not, then outputs “reject”. Otherwise, run AVERIFY on 
σi and σj respectively. If both outputs are “accept”, then 
outputs accept. Otherwise, outputs “reject” [3].  
 

C. ID-Based Perfect Concurrent Signature Protocol  
1. Alice performs the following  

− Picks a random keystone kI Є G2, computes keystone 
fix fI = FI (kI).  

− Selects a message mI Є M, computes her ambiguous 
signature as  
σI = (uI, uM, V)              ASIGN (IDI, IDM, SIDI, fI, mI).  

− Sends σI to Bob.  
2. Bob performs the following  

− Verifies the signature σI by testing whether AVERIFY 
(σI, IDI, IDM, mI) = accept. Aborts if the equation 
does not hold.  

− Picks a random number k Є Zq, computes keystone kM 

= eˆ (Ppub, QIDI)k.  
− Computes encrypted keystone KM = kP.  
− Computes matching keystone fix fM = FI (kM) + uM(mod 

q). Select a message mM Є M, and computes his 
ambiguous signature as  
σM = ( u´M, u´I, V´ )             ASIGN (IDM, IDI, SIDM, 
fM, mM). 

− Sends σM and KM to Alice. 
3. Alice verifies σM by testing whether  

− u´I = FI (eˆ (KM, SIDI)) + uM (mod q)  
− AVERIFY (σM, IDM, IDI, mM) = accept.  

If not, then Alice aborts. Otherwise, Alice computes 
keystone kM = eˆ (KM, SIDI) and releases the keystone (kI, kM), 
then both signatures: (σI , kI) and (σI , kM) are binding 
concurrently [3].  

In their concurrent signature protocol, Alice can cheat Bob 
without releasing her keystone in Step (3) in Fig.1. In this 
situation, Bob can’t afford to get her keystone. Thus, Alice has 
more advantages over Bob. Therefore, their schemes are unfair 
because it breaks the principal of fair exchange.  

 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Description of Protocol 

IV. AVISPA TOOL 
Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and 

Applications (AVISPA) is a push-button tool for building and 
analyzing security protocols. AVISPA provides a role-based, 
expressive formal language for protocol specification and it 
integrates four different back-ends, which perform the actual 
analysis of the protocol.  

The HLPSL presentation of the protocol is translated into 
the lower level language called Intermediate Format (IF). This 
translation is performed by the translator called HLPSL2IF. 
This step is totally transparent to the user.  

 
V. FORMAL ANALYSIS OF THE PROTOCOL USING                      

AVISPA TOOL 
The ID-based perfect concurrent signature protocol is 

designed to allow secure fair exchange in e-commerce. The 
key feature is to get equal opportunities (in terms of fairness) 
for both parties.  

Step 1. A        B :   σI 
Step 2. B      A :   (σM, KM) 
Step 3. A             B :   (kI, kM ) 
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The notations used in this section refer to the ones used in 
HLPSL language to run AVISPA tool. The functions of 
involved parties are defined as two basic roles: A, and B.  

The key feature is to hide Alice’s signature and keystone 
from Bob and Bob’s signature and keystone from Alice. 
Rather, by the construction of the protocol, both Alice and 
Bob see only what they need to see in order to complete the 
transaction. The symbols used in HLPSL code are as shown in 
Table I.  

TABLE I 
SYMBOLS USED IN HLPSL CODE 

Symbol Interpretation 
AS Ambiguous Signature of Party A 
BS Ambiguous Signature of Party B 
K Symmetric Key for both Parties 
KA Keystone of Party A 
KB Keystone of Party B 
KM Encrypted keystone of Party B 
SigA Valid Signature of Party A 
SigB Valid Signature of Party B 

 
Further, for the communicated data, we use the following 

abbreviations.  
Main Protocol:  

1.A -> B : (AS)  
2.B -> A : (BS, KM)  
3.A -> B : (KA, KB)  
The following figure shows the specifications of role alice. 

 

 
Fig.2 Specifications of role alice 

 
In the view of intruder, he or she can get the knowledge as 

follows:  
 
 
The contents of environment role are written as follows: 
  

 
 
 
 

We consider the following goals: A and B must authenticate 
on each other for the signature and keystone information. 
Moreover, the signature and keystone information should 
remain secret the exchange phase.  

The goals are defined as the following:  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the goal facts above, secrecy_of km is defined to check 

whether the attacker can decrypt KB from KM. We conclude 
that KB is secret if this goal is successful. If not, we assume 
KM can be decrypted by the attacker. We do not consider 
secrecy of the other exchanged messages. Thus, any attacker 
cannot forge the ambiguous signature because concurrent 
signature produce these signatures by using complex 
mathematical equations , bilinear pairings and Computational 
Co-Diffie-Hellman (Co-CDH) assumptions.  

There are two symbols in HLPSL code: witness and (w) 
request to check authentication. Witness means to check that 
participant really sends the exchanged messages. (W) request 
means to check that participant actually receives the 
exchanged messages. Therefore, authentication_on bob_alice_  
as, ka and kb are defined to prove the evidence of non 
repudiation of origin (NRO) by sender as well as to prove the 
evidence of non repudiation of recipient (NRR) by receiver. 
Then, authentication_on alice_bob_bs and km are defined to 
prove the evidences of non repudiation of sender and receiver.  

In addition, we define goals: authentication_on 
alice_learns_BS_only_after_bob_got_ka and authentication 
_on bob_learns_AS_only_after_alice_got_km. Thus, we 
would like to verify that both parties can learn the ambiguous 
signatures only when they got the keystones mutually.  

The left two goals are to prove that dishonest party or 
participant can get the valid signature before the honest one 
can. We define these goals such as authentication_on 
dishonest_bob_ prematurely_learns_siga and authentication_ 
on dishonest_alice_prematurely_learns_sigb.  

If all goals defined in goal facts are successful, the protocol 
has the security properties of non repudiation of origin, non 

intruder_knowledge = {a, b, i, ka, kb, km, as, bs} 
 

composition  
session (a, b, ka, kb, km, as, bs)  
/\session (a, i, ka, ki, km, as, bs)  
/\session (i, b, ki, kb, km, as, bs)  
 

goal 
secrecy_of km 
authentication_on bob_alice_as 
authentication_on alice_bob_bs 
authentication_on bob_alice_ka 
authentication_on bob_alice_kb 
authentication_on alice_bob_km 
authentication_on 
alice_learns_BS_only_after_bob_got_ka 
authentication_on 
bob_learns_AS_only_after_alice_ got_km 
authentication_on 
dishonest_bob_prematurely_learns_siga 
authentication_on 
dishonest_alice_prematurely_learns_sigb 
end goal 
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repudiation of recipient and fairness. However, the protocol 
breaks down the fairness.  

When HLPSL code of the protocol is executed, attack is 
found. The following figure shows the result that the protocol 
is tested using OFMC back-end in AVISPA tool. 

A. Attack Trace and Explanations  
Formal analysis result of the protocol is as follows:  

%OFMC  
%Version of 2006/02/13  
SUMMARY  
UNSAFE  
DETAILS  
ATTACK_FOUND  
PROTOCOL  
/opt/avispa-1.1/testsuite/results/OCS.if  
GOAL  
Authentication_on_dishonest_alice_prematurely_learns_sigb 
BACKEND  
OFMC  
COMMENTS  
STATISTICS  
parseTime: 0.00s  
searchTime: 0.03s  
visitedNotes: 0 nodes  
depth: 0plies  
ATTACK TRACE  
i -> (b,10) : x1003  
% Reached State:  
%  
% request (b, b, dishonest_alice_permaturely_learns_sigb, 
x1003, 10)  
%state_bob(b, i, 1, dummy_sk, dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce, 
 dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce, {dummy_ 
nonce,dummy_nonce}_dummy_sk,{dummy_nonce, dummy_ 
nonce}_dummy_sk, set_117, 10)  
% state_alice(a, i, 0, dummy_sk, dummy_nonce, dummy_ 
nonce, dummy_nonce, dummy_hash, dummy _nonce, dummy_ 
nonce, {dummy_nonce, dummy_ nonce}_dummy_sk,  
{dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce}_dummy_sk, set_113, 6)  
%state_bob(b, a, 1, dummy_sk, dummy_nonce, dummy 
_nonce, dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce,  
{dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce}_dummy_sk,{dummy_nonce, 
dummy_nonce}_dummy_sk, set_109, 3)  
%state_alice(a, b, 0, dummy_sk, dummy_nonce, 
dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce, dummy_hash, dummy  
_nonce, dummy_nonce, {dummy_nonce, dummy_nonce} 
_dummy_sk,{dummy_nonce,dummy_nonce}_dummy_sk, 
set_93, 3)  

 
Fig.3 Test Result of ofmc back-end 

 
Consequently, the attack trace above shows the protocol 

breaks down fairness as there is an attack that can break one of 
the goal facts. As a result, dishonest party A can prematurely 
get the valid signature of party B. At that time, she can refuse 
to send her keystone to party B. Therefore, party B cannot get 
the valid signature of party A. Thus, there is no fairness in the 
protocol as party A has more advantages over the other. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In AVISPA tool, the Dolev-Yao intruder model is 
implemented. It has been used to automatically prove the 
properties of non-repudiation of origin, non-repudiation of 
recipient and fairness. In the signature exchange protocols, the 
security properties are essential to give the equal opportunity 
for both exchanging parties. In this paper, we formally 
analysed the protocol to show that it is unfair. As a future plan, 
we will modify the protocol to achieve the fairness and will 
analyse the protocol using AVISPA tool.  
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